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Our Lead Times are slightly extended. Please give us extra time to complete your order. Thank
you for your understanding. You can get a pretty beefy tone with both pickups on like this, and
it adds a new dimension to your favorite guitar. In a standard guitar, like a Strat or a Tele, your
pickups are in Parallel. What this means is each pickup has its own path of output. For instance,
the White hot leads connect to the switch, and the Black leads attach to Ground. Series wiring
gives the signal a much greater distance to travel. The signal experiences more resistance, thus
getting bigger and beefier as a result. You might have noticed a volume drop when you switch
between pickups in the middle positions. Series wiring combines the pickup signals in a way
where the volume is louder and thicker. Note: If your Neck Pickup has a cover, you will need to
separate the jumper connecting the cover to ground and run a separate wire off of the cover to
be grounded separately. For a How-To, check out our guide here. What we will do is give you a
lead that runs off of the cover. Basically, clip the jumper wire that grounds your cover to your
black lead. To see how this mod is performed, check out our guide here: Convert your Tele
Neck into a 3-Wire Neck. Your wiring diagram is pretty clear. My question is, you show the
ground wire from the neck pickup connecting to the last lug on the switch. Is there a specific
reason for this? Can you just connect the neck pickup ground to the back of the pots where
everything is grounded? It looks from the diagram above that the switch position to activate the
bridge pickup is in the position corresponding to where the neck position should be i. I
definitely converted it to a 3 wire. Grounded the cover. I have done this with 3 different teles and
grounded all the covers. And the neck pickups have no ground hum with the 4 way switch. But
somehow the bridge pickup always does. It has confused me for a couple years now. I just gave
up and always put the 3 way switch back in and just left the ground wire for the neck pickup
cover grounded to the back of the volume like the rest of the grounds. I had to do this for one of
my neck pickups anyways because the neck and bridge were out of phase so I had to reverse
the hot and ground to get them in phase which meant grounding the cover separate. No hum
with the 3 way switches. Oddâ€¦ I have to be dong something wrong if it works for everyone
else. I have all the body cavities shielded and they are all pretty quiet teles which is why it was
so startling to have the ground hum show up with the 4 way switch. I have 2 of the switches
since i assumed the first was defective. Same resultâ€¦. I have tried to use this 4 way switch so
many times and every time end up with a serious ground issue. The ground buzz any time my
bridge pickup is on is terrible. Touching any metal makes it go away. Tried the switch on several
teles and several wirings. Is this just part of the switch where this will always exist? It sounds
like you did not properly remove the ground connection from your Telecaster Neck Pickup? Do i
still need to cut the ground on the neck pickup? TY and be safe, Joe. No â€” but, it helps to
have Taped Magnets. The dual humbuckers perform as 4 individual coils, selectable in any
combination. You have either coil, series or parallel for both neck and bridge independently and
can turn off one set of coils with a 3-way toggle. This beast is a Strat, Tele, and Les Paul all in
one guitar. Thanks heaps for the diagram â€” the order for the switching was just what I was
looking for. Usually most of the other diagrams have either the capacitor coming from the tone
pot connecting to a ground point on the volume pot or if running to the case of the tone pot
then having an additional wire from the tone pot to ground on the volume pot. Why do neither
happen here? Is the body of the tone pot expected to ground via the control cover? Got me
thinking. What would adding a resistor as big as the pot, instead of the jumper wire in position 3
do? Would this resistance add to the pot, giving some highs back to a more muddy series
mode? Great articles people, sparked my curiosity! Is there a reason the tone capacitor is wired
on lug one of the tone pot and not lug two? Great guide! I have a question I hope you could
answer. Now I am thinking about taking out the Goldfoils for the stock neck pup and a 4-way
switch. Will I have to anything different because of what I did with the bridge pup? I need to mod
a single humbucker with standard 4 conductor wires and ground. Series, parallel, series with
tone and complete bypass of volume and tone controls. Any suggestions on accomplishing this
simply? Thanks Tylerâ€¦ you are absolutely right. I found the issueâ€¦. I separated that
connection and all is well. Freakin awesome mod!! Much better than having the neck pickup on
the 3 spot. After doing this, my tone pot completely kills the volume when turned all the way
down. When I get to about 1 or 2, the volume cuts out completely. What gives? Something is
definitely not wired right on this. It can be a few different things â€” can you take it to a luthier
for analysis? Also, the switch pictured above is the Oak Grigsby 4-Way Switch. Make sure that
you have the same switch, different manufacturers might work differently. I am looking at
carrying out this mod on my Tele. Is one method better than the other? Pushing back down on
the push pull pot will disengage the series sound, allowing you to jump back right into whatever
pre-defined position you had. I have a bit of the opposite problem. What do I do with the third
conductor? It really depends on your pickup. Usually, the 3rd conductor is for coil splitting a
humbucker. I bought a custom 4-way D built control plate. Instead of 1 tone and 1 vol. My

question is do I ground the metal neck pickup cover the same way or do I need to solder a
jumper to next pot as well? Usually the plate connects all the metal, so grounding one thing
essentially grounds everything. Avoid ground jumpers, as this will create a ground loop. Just
make sure the Tele Neck cover is separated from your coil. Hi, Tyler, my name is Steve. I live in
Front Royal and, coincidentally, have a 28 year old son named, Tyler. Anyway, my question is
does anyone make reverse volume pot in front, switch in rear control setup with 4 way
switching? Yep â€” based out of VA here, with the shop. I am building my tele with a p90 in the
neck, and a normal bridge, and this is my first build, will the four way still work with the p90?
How would one perform this mod with a covered humbucker 2 conductor wire in the bridge
position, or is that not possible? It should be possible, but the switching will be different. If you
had a Humbucker with multiple leads in the Neck, you could separate the chassis ground from
the coil ground and perform this mod as described above. But the description here looks like it
is different. Can you explain why not have the sounds like the description and instructions for
4-way switches we buy? This is our favorite schematic and function. Thanks, Tyler, for your
clear wiring diagrams for a 4-way. Everything works except this: no matter how I wire, going
from neck pos. Going from pos. Are you trying this with a new switch? It sounds a lot like a
faulty switch or sweeper. My friend the guitar builder tells me that the Peavey hum canceling pu
at the neck, the defective position pu, has a split humbucker-like coil that may explain the red,
black and shield wire from it. When I reversed red and black on the 4-way it was screwed up but
differently! Thanks, still frustrated. You might be best served taking this guitar to a luthier with
experience with wiring and electronics. My guess is that you need to find the Hot wire and the
Coil Ground wire. If there are wires tied together from your humbucker, that might be the series
connection and thus should stay connected. Also, it comes pre-soldered, correct? It does come
pre-wired. All you would need to do is solder the pickup wires to where they needed to be. Does
your lefty 4-way switch control panel have Treble Bleed mod to clarity when turning the volume
down? Neck is a braided Gibson, and bridge is a 4 conductor Dimarzio. I wired the Dimarzios
black and white leads together ie in series. The switching is not working for me. The neck
pickup stays on in all positions and the bridge pickup is not coming on in position 3. Any help
would be a God send. Double check your DiMarzio color codes, and also make sure that your
switch is an Oak Grisby 4-Way switch. Each manufacturer can be slightly different. Which by the
way does not have a ground on the neck pick up. It is working in position 4, 3, and 2. However,
position 1 is the same as position 2 â€” it is not just a bridge pick up. It seems to be neck and
bridge in parallel â€” just like position 1. Any ideas? Do you know what type of switch it is? This
wiring is for the Oak Grisgsby 4-Way Switch. Your switch may be laid our differently than ours.
If anybody else has this issue, I figured out the problem. The slot on the control plate for the
blade switch was not long enough for the blade switch to reach position 1. I had to file away at
the slot for a while to get the switch to fit. I will note that both the control plate and 4-way switch
were brand-new Fender parts. Thanks for getting back to me so quickly and thanks for the great
diagram. This layout makes much more sense than the standard 4-way switch layout. I watched
this video a few times before I did mine. Everything went smoothly. I love that fourth position. I
gig regularly with my tele and only take it out of position four when I need to sound like Luther
Perkins. Great post, Tyler. How do you make such terrific drawings? Well done. Dave â€” thanks
for your question. What this could equate to is a popping sound or a zapping sound when you
touch the pickup, especially the magnets. So is there a way to do the 4 position wiring with a
Strat Neck pu that does not have a metal cover? Sure thing. Follow up. I know I could sit down
and try to figure it out based on the schematic, but instead of snipping the wire in the neck pick
up I did so on the bridge and then will ground the bridge plate and strings to a pot. Will this
change anything in the wiring diagram above? I see the wires to the output labeled Hot and
Ground. In this diagram is that true for the pickups as well or are we flipping the hot and ground
on one of the pickups in order to have a reverse polarity? Your email address will not be
published. Previous Next. Tone-Talk, Ep. Hey Michael, It sounds like you did not properly
remove the ground connection from your Telecaster Neck Pickup? Hey Joe, No â€” but, it helps
to have Taped Magnets. Hello, Got me thinking. Thanks, Zim. Hey Ben, Something is definitely
not wired right on this. Hi, Great article, explains everything nice and clear. Stay tuned, we may
be doing an article on this mod in the near future. Hey Alex, It really depends on your pickup.
Daniel, Usually the plate connects all the metal, so grounding one thing essentially grounds
everything. Stephen, Yep â€” based out of VA here, with the shop. Good day. Dave, It should be
possible, but the switching will be different. Doug, This is our favorite schematic and function.
Cheers, Tyler. Les, Are you trying this with a new switch? Les, You might be best served taking
this guitar to a luthier with experience with wiring and electronics. Thanks Tyler. A few
additional questions: What brand Pots do you use for lefty? We use CTS Pots for left-handed
pots. Thanks â€” Tyler. Hey Nate, Do you know what type of switch it is? Every time we wire up

a switch, we study it to make sure how it works. How do I wire the 4-way switch if I would also
like to install a bridge pickup with three wires? Darryl, You should be able to find a diagram
somewhere online for this. We only use 3-Wire Tele Necks. Thanks Robert. I use a couple of
awesome programs and a lot of practice. Thanks for the love. If the neck pup is from a strat is
there an issue with not having a cover. Tom, Sure thing. Let me know how it goes. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. If you're repairing or modifying
your instrument or simply need some replacement part numbers, these lists and diagrams
should help you get started. The model list is, for the most part, of instruments currently in
production. This list is by no means comprehensive, and documentation for other models will
be posted as it becomes available. Note: Modifications to an existing Fender instrument
currently under warranty, or service performed on a Fender instrument currently under warranty
by any person other than authorized Fender service centers and technicians holding a
certificate of warranty service authorization for the period during which the work was
performed, will void the instrument warranty. Note: Most of our older guitar parts lists, wiring
diagrams and switching control function diagrams predate formatting which would allow us to
make them available on this page as PDF files. If you do not find the list or diagram for your
specific instrument on this page, we may still be able to furnish you with a "hard" copy from our
archive. You may check the availability of older material by contacting Fender's Consumer
Relations Department by phone at If we have the document you seek, we're happy to send you a
copy. The table below lists instruments by model name, part number and document revision
date: Note: All part numbers and specifications in each document are subject to revision,
change or discontinuation without notice. Phostenix Wiring Diagrams. Search this site.
Phostenix' Guitar Wiring Diagram Library. The Splender. Strat-X2 Plus. Esquire Teles. HH
Guitars. HSS Guitars. HSH Guitars. HHH Guitars. Custom Wiring Setups. Recent Additions.
Other Guitar Wiring Sites. Standard Tele Wiring. Back to Top. Standard Tele Wiring with an
"Import" Switch. Here's a simple mod for the standard 3-way Tele setup that changes the middle
position from being the pickups in parallel in-phase to being the pickups in what is commonly
call Half Out-of-Phase or HOoP. The pickups are out-of-phase with each other in parallel , but
the Neck pickup has a cap in series with it to reduce some of its lows. That reduces the amount
of cancellation of low frequencies from the Bridge pickup and has a sound like a Strat
"in-between" tone. Optionally, you can add a resistor in series with one or both pickups when
they are half out-of-phase to give the sound a little more of that Strat quack. If you don't use the
optional resistor, it would be replaced in the drawing by a wire. Standard Tele Wiring with
Bridge Humbucker. Bridge Humbucker. Standard Tele Wiring with Neck Humbucker. Autosplit
of the humbucker in Position 2. Autosplit of the humbucker in Position 2 - Outside Coil.
Autosplit of the humbucker in Position 2 - Inside Coil. Most humbuckers, when wired as they
typically are, will give you in inside coil when you tie the splits to ground and the outside coil
when you tie the splits to the output. So, how do you get the inside coil when you can't tie the
splits to ground? You wire the humbucker differently. This wiring setup will give you the inside
coil of the humbucker in Position 2 while still keeping the 2 pickups in phase with each other.
Same as above, but with different pickup brand wire colors. The solution is to use a 3-Way
Super Switch, which can be purchased from a seller on ebay search for 3-way super switch. The
3 choices are 1 the Rail pickup by itself, 2 both coils in parallel not series , and 3 the P by itself.
This wiring setup was created for players who plug their guitar straight into a passive volume
pedal in front of their amp. Since that volume pedal is loading the guitar with another volume
pot, I thought it might be useful to have a way to bypass the guitar's internal volume pot when
they are using the volume pedal. This is not a pickups straight out to the jack setup - the tone
pot is still in the circuit. I've drawn it up two ways - with a push-pull or push-push volume pot or
with a DPDT toggle switch. Here's a wiring setup for volume pot bypass using a DPDT toggle
switch instead of a push-pull volume pot. Telecaster with Middle Series Position. This is my
wiring diagram of the Peavey Omniac. It uses a standard 5-Way Super Switch as opposed to the
non-standard one that Peavey uses. Jerry Donahue Fender 5-Way Tele. There are some
differences between the Peavey version and the Fender version of the Jerry Donahue Tele. I
don't know if the Fender version has the treble bleed mod on it, but I left it on the drawing. The
switching is a little different than the others. This is a 2 humbucker Tele with an added 3-way
On-Off-On toggle switch to switch between humbucker and single coil modes. With the toggle
switch in the center position, both pickups are full humbuckers. Flip the toggle up and the
pickups are the outside single coils. Flip the toggle down and the pickups are the inside single
coils. Because typical Seymour Duncan pickups have the coil with the North magnet on the
inside and the coil with the South magnet on the outside, the wiring diagram above will give you
pickups with matching magnetic polarity when choosing either of the single coil modes. If you
want the combined single coils in Position 2 to be hum cancelling, you can flip the magnet

that's inside one of the pickups and modify the wiring a bit. When you flip the magnet, current
flows the opposite direction through the pickup, so the Green wire becomes the hot lead and
the Black wire becomes the ground lead. I've drawn this up with the Neck pickup as the one that
has had its magnet flipped. Seymour Duncan P-Rails wire up a little different than typical
Seymour Duncan pickups, so here's what the above setup would look like with P-Rails. Position
2 is always hum cancelling, as well. Standard 4-Way Tele. One possible drawback of the
standard 4-way Tele wiring is that in Position 1 Bridge pickup only , the Neck pickup's hot lead
is still connected to the output while its ground lead is not connected to anything. This has the
potential of making the Neck pickup act as an antenna that picks up noise. A simple solution is
to add one small jumper to the 4-way switch red arrow in the drawing that also connects the
Neck pickup's ground lead to the output in Position 1 - effectively shorting out the Neck pickup
and eliminating the noise potential. What if you have a Neck pickup where it's not possible to
separate the negative lead from the cover? Well, as long as you can separate the negative lead
of the Bridge pickup from its frame, you can use this wiring setup for a 4-Way Tele. The tone
cap is the. SH 4-Way Tele. HS 4-Way Tele. Click on the image below for a larger version. If you
want the option to have both pickups in series, but don't want to use a 4-way switch, you can
add a push-pull or push-push pot to the standard 3-way setup so that the middle position
changes from being both pickups in parallel to being both pickups in series. This is the same as
above, but using a DPDT toggle switch instead of a push-pull pot. This wiring setup also gives
you the option of having the pickups out-of-phase with each other using a second push-pull or
push-push pot. Similar to the above wiring setups, but this version uses the Gibson style
right-angle 3-Way pickup selector switch. This is not the standard Les Paul 3-Way switch, but
the one usually referred to as the 3 pickup switch for 3 pickup SGs. This setup gives you the
option to change the middle position from being both pickups in parallel to being both pickups
in series. Here's my drawing of the Fender Baja Tele wiring. It's just a re-creation of the Fender
diagram, but in color to make it a little easier to clearly see all of the wires and connections.
This is a simple mod to add another choice to the Baja Tele. Only Position 1 Bridge pickup only
is affected by the tone control. The volumes are together on the forward pot and the tones are
together on the rear pot. The volumes are wired like a modern Les Paul, so if you turn one
volume all the way down, the center position will also have no output. This wiring setup has the
4-way Tele choices in a slightly different order with an added position for the Bridge pickup with
no tone control. Bridge - No Tone. This wiring setup has the 3-way Tele choices with an added
position for the Bridge pickup with no tone control and an added position for the Neck pickup
with a fixed tone cap. This wiring setup has the typical 4-way Tele choices in positions with
Position1 being the Bridge pickup connected straight to the output jack no volume or tone
controls. Bridge - Straight Out to the Jack. This wiring setup has the typical 3-way Tele choices
plus a simple cocked wah sound and the Bridge pickup straight to the output jack. This wiring
setup has the 4-way Tele choices in a slightly different order with an added position for the
Bridge pickup with what is commonly called the Arlo Cocked Wah sound. This is the same
wiring setup as above, but wired using the Schaller Megaswitch M 5-way switch. This setup has
the 4-way Tele choices in a slightly different order with an added position for the Bridge pickup
with what is commonly called the Arlo Cocked Wah sound. Fender Pawn Shop ' There's no
pickup selector switch or tone control. Just a volume control and a blend control to pan
between pickups or have them both in parallel in the center position. It's the same idea as the
Pawn Shop '72, but with a tone control and with a standard sized Tele control plate in mind. The
3-way pickup selector switch is replaced by a blend pot. Standard volume and tone controls.
Tele with 3-Way and Blend Knob. This one seems a little redundant to me, but someone asked
for it. The Blend pot replaces the Tone pot, so there is no tone control. The Neck Blend knob
fully clockwise gives you both pickups. Here's a slightly different version with no tone pot on
the Neck pickup in Position 3. This page is still under construction. Standard Tele Wiring 3-Way
Switching: 1. Bridge 2. Neck Click on the image below for a larger version. Neck Push-Pull Up:
1. Bridge Humbucker 2. Neck Humbucker Click on the image below for a larger version. Rail 2.
Both Coils in Parallel 3. P Click on the image below for a larger version. Back to Top Telecaster
with Push-Pull for Volume Pot Bypass This wiring setup was created for players who plug their
guitar straight into a passive volume pedal in front of their amp. Neck with. Neck 5. Neck â€” No
Tone Control Click on the image below for a larger version. Back to Top 2 Humbucker Tele with
Coil Split Toggle Switch Because typical Seymour Duncan pickups have the coil with the North
magnet on the inside and the coil with the South magnet on the outside, the wiring diagram
above will give you pickups with matching magnetic polarity when choosing either of the single
coil modes. Neck 4. Back to Top 4-Way Tele with Modification to Reduce Noise Potential One
possible drawback of the standard 4-way Tele wiring is that in Position 1 Bridge pickup only ,
the Neck pickup's hot lead is still connected to the output while its ground lead is not

connected to anything. Neck Outside Coil 4. Neck Toggle Up: 1. Neck Volume Push-Pull Up: 1.
Bridge with Tone Control 2. Neck - No Tone Control Click on the image below for a larger
version. Bridge - No Tone Control 2. Bridge - Tone Control 3. Neck - Tone Control Click on the
image below for a larger version. Bridge with Cocked Wah Sound 3. Back to Top 5-Way Tele No Bridge Tone Choice This wiring setup has the 4-way Tele choices in a slightly different order
with an added position for the Bridge pickup with no tone control. Bridge - No Tone 2. Bridge 3.
Neck with Fixed Tone Cap Click on the image below for a larger version. Back to Top 5-Way Tele
with Bridge Pickup Straight Out Choice This wiring setup has the typical 4-way Tele choices in
positions with Position1 being the Bridge pickup connected straight to the output jack no
volume or tone controls. Bridge - Straight Out to the Jack 2. Bridge Straight to the Output Jack
2. Back to Top Click on the image below for a larger version. Neck Outside Coil 5. Bridge with
Neck Blend 3. Bridge with Tone 2. Bridge with Neck Blend â€” No Tone 3. The next step involves
an intense investigation into several factory-spec Telecaster wirings. For Tele freaks, it all
started here. This circuit was used for the two-pickup Esquire, which was later named
Broadcaster. The guitar finally became the Telecaster in April Remember, the original
two-pickup Esquire wiring is characterized by the absence of a real tone control. Instead, the
second pot acted as a blend or pan control between the two pickups, and this was only engaged
with the 3-way pickup selector switch in the rear position. In May , Leo modified the circuit to
incorporate a true tone control by skipping the blend functionality and discarding any
two-pickup combination. Carson never really liked the blender wiring on his Telecaster and
came up with the idea to incorporate a real tone control. Position 1 switch lever on the right :
Bridge pickup alone with tone control engaged. Position 2 switch lever in the middle : Neck
pickup alone with tone control engaged. On modern Telecasters, this position engages both
pickups wired in parallel. Position 3 switch lever on the left : Neck pickup alone with a
bassy-sounding preset and no further tone control. On a modern Telecaster, this selects the
neck pickup alone with tone control engaged. Within this year period, the circuit stayed mostly
untouched, but Fender changed the specs of the two capacitors several times more about this
in a moment. For all wire runs from the pickups and between the switch and pots, Fender used a
waxed, cloth-covered wire in yellow, black, and white. Black was for all ground connections,
white for the hot wire from the neck pickup, and yellow for the hot wire from the bridge pickup,
as well as all connections between the switch and pots. Note: In this diagram, the colors differ
from the original dark circuit I just described. Diagram courtesy of Seymour Duncan. With the
neck pickup alone and the 0. Leo believed in this feature, so he transferred it from the original
two-pickup Esquire to the Tele, and it stayed untouched until late This was one of the very first
things players started to modify in their Teles because it was unpopular right from the start. In
late , the value of the cap between the 3-way switch and the volume pot changed from the
original 0. Fender used paper-waxed caps from Cornell Dubilier until , always with a V rating.
The tone cap between the two pots retained its tubular shape, but the original 0. In , Fender
replaced the paper-waxed caps with 50V ceramic caps. The tonal differences between
paper-waxed and ceramic caps are much more significant than all the little changes during the
era of CD paper-waxed caps. Until then, keep on modding! Dirk Wacker lives in Germany and
has been a guitar addict since age 5. When not working at his guitar workbench, he plays
country, rockabilly, surf, and flamenco. Contact him at info singlecoil. Guitars Bass Amps
Pedals Players. Dirk Wacker lives in Germany and is fascinated by anything related to old
Fender guitars and amps. He plays country, rockabilly, and surf music in two bands, works
regularly as a session musician for a local studio, and writes for several guitar mags. More
videos from Premier Guitar. Humbucker Pickups in an Esquire, PT. Adjusting Stratocaster
Pickup Height, Pt. Get our email newsletter! Rig Rundowns Most Recent. Rig Rundown:
Teenage Wrist. Rig Rundown: God Is an Astronaut []. Rig Rundown: Molly Miller. Rig Rundown:
Kurt Ballou. Rig Rundown: Tori Ruffin. Your Pedalboards ! The Big 5: Elizabeth Moen. On
PremierGuitar. Sponsored Content is clearly labeled everywhere it appears, and Premier Guitar
's editorial department has no involvement in its creation. Ironically, he changed doctors shortly
after the CBS sale and was cured. As part of this deal, Leo signed a non-compete clause and
remained a consultant with Fender for the next two years. In retrospect, three factors led to the
change in the Telecaster wiring in late The first was customer demand to abandon the bassy
neck-pickup preset. Finally, CBS was known for their cost-cutting policies. The redesigned
wiring was easier to produce than its predecessor and used only one capacitor instead of two.
After 17 years of existence, the neck pickup preset vanished and a new wiring that provided a
more traditional dual-pickup switching was adopted. This old neck preset is mostly forgotten
today because in the past, many players clipped off the 0. Other guitarists simply rewired the
whole circuit to their individual needs, and consequently some experts credit Leo as the
inadvertent godfather of the guitar-modding scene. Position 1 switch lever on the right : Bridge

pickup alone with tone control engaged. Position 2 switch lever in the middle : Both pickups
together in parallel. Position 3 switch lever on the left : Neck pickup alone with tone control
engaged. The small pF cap was soldered as a treble bypass cap between the input and the
output of the volume pot to keep the high-end alive when rolling back the volume. This cap is
not shown in the circuit drawing and is no longer used today. The idea behind it was good, but
pF was way too much and only a good choice for funk or reggae players, because it offered
high-end galore but almost no bass. The absence of a resistor in parallel to the cap transformed
the treble bypass cap into a treble bleed network, and it influenced the taper of the volume pot
in a bad wayâ€”another downside of this design. For all wire-runs from the pickups, and to and
from the switch and pots, Fender used a waxed cloth wire in black and white, skipping yellow as
a third color. Black was for all ground connections, white for the hot wires from the pickups, as
well as all connections between the switch and the pots. Note that the tone cap wiring shown
here is not the way it was done in the Fender factoryâ€”instead, it contains a modern, useful
twist. Diagram courtesy of Seymour Duncan and used by permission. When using very large
tone caps, like tubular shaped paper-waxed caps, paper-in-oil caps, or the all-time favorite
Orange Drops, it may be necessary to use the original Fender factory approach because placing
such big caps on the bottom of the tone pot can cause space problems. The bottom of the
cavity may not be routed deep enough to accommodate the pot when a large cap is soldered to
it, so please keep this in mind when using large tone caps. Placing them between the two pots
will avoid such issues. In , both k pots were replaced by 1Meg pots to add even more highs. In
late , the tone pot converted back to k, and the volume pot followed in late The 0. In , the pF
treble bypass cap was removed from the circuit. After , Fender used different brands of 3-way
selector switches, all of them without the imprint. Understanding the basics of this switch is
essential to develop your own custom wirings. Until then, keep on modding! Dirk Wacker lives
in Germany and has been a guitar addict since age 5. When not working at his guitar
workbench, he plays country, rockabilly, surf, and flamenco. Contact him at info singlecoil.
Guitars Bass Amps Pedals Players. More videos from Premier Guitar. Humbucker Pickups in an
Esquire, PT. Get our email newsletter! Rig Rundowns Most Recent. Rig Rundown: Teenage
Wrist. Rig Rundown: God Is an Astronaut []. Rig Rundown: Molly Miller. Rig Rundown: Kurt
Ballou. Rig Rundown: Tori Ruffin. Your Pedalboards ! The Big 5: Elizabeth Moen. On
PremierGuitar. Sponsored Content is clearly labeled everywhere it appears, and Premier Guitar
's editorial department has no involvement in its creation. Search for the phone model and
"wiring" or "schematic. North 5H6 wiring. This is a library of basic schematics, wiring diagrams
and other information that can be useful to anyone interested in restoring or repairing vintage
telephone equipment. Generally, the information in the Library is limited to equipment that was
made prior to We will make an attempt to locate it and add it to the library. To see all
manufacturers, browse the complete list below. Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company?
Nordhausen, Leninallee 2a. Published on 21 March By Paul F downloads. Published on 10
February By Anonymous downloads. Contributed by Jeff Lamb. Published on 24 March By Paul
F downloads. Published on 27 November By Paul F downloads. We're not sure what it's for or
where it came from. It uses some creative and seldom seen symbols, though. Update: Check
out the expanded diagram. Search for Wiring Diagram -- Don't use this one! Published on 26
July By Paul F downloads. This is a non-commercial site intended for telephone historians,
collectors and other enthusiasts of vintage telephone equipment. All material posted here is
distributed for non-commercial purposes. All Rights Reserved. North 5H6 wiring This is a library
of basic schematics, wiring diagrams and other information that can be useful to anyone
interested in restori
41 liters to quarts
thermal vacuum switch chevy
2005 dodge ram 2500 fuse box diagram
ng or repairing vintage telephone equipment. Folder Allen Tel Products. Folder Automatic
Electric. Folder Connecticut Telephone and Electric. Folder Ericsson. Folder Garford North
Sumpter. Folder Garford Telephones. Folder General Information. Folder Leich. Folder Military
German. Folder Military United States. Folder North Electric. Folder PMG Australia. Folder PTT
France. Folder PTT the Netherlands. It changed its name to Belgacom in Folder Russia. Folder
Siemens. Folder Stromberg Carlson. Folder Sumter Telephones. Folder Western Electric.
Contributed by Steve Hilsz and Steve Cichorsky. Processed by Remco Enthoven and Paul
Fassbender. Contributed by Paul Fassbender. An expanded version of the previous diagram. Or
is the previous diagram a cropped version of this one? Either way, there are some interesting
symbols to be found here. Contributed by John Toebes. New User? Read the articles under
"Introduction" in the black menu bar above. Please send a file to add your name to this list!

